Vicarious selection explains some paradoxes in dioecious fig–pollinator systems
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SUMMARY

Fig trees (Ficus spp.) are pollinated by small hymenopteran wasps that develop within the fig. In dioecious species, female wasps enter and pollinate ‘female’ figs that produce only seeds and within which the wasp is unable to reproduce. A resolution for three paradoxes in the biology of dioecious fig–pollinator systems is suggested: (i) why wasps enter female flowers, (ii) why they maintain structures and behaviours needed to pollinate figs, despite the absence of any direct selection on these phenotypes and (iii) why wasps entering male flowers go through the behaviours that would be required to pollinate female figs. Whereas it is obviously in a female fig’s interest to conceal her sex from the wasps, it is argued that it is also in a male fig’s interest to do so, because the male will benefit only from raising female wasps that, when they leave, successfully find, enter, and pollinate female figs (even though this will be fatal to the wasps).

The remarkable association between fig trees (Ficus: Moraceae) and their wasp pollinators (Agaonidae: Hymenoptera, Chalcidoidea) is well known, and has recently been the subject of much interest (Hamilton 1979; Janzen 1979; Frank 1984; Kjellberg & Valdeyron 1984; Herre 1985, 1987; Kjellberg et al. 1987; Murray 1987; Godfray 1988; Bronstein 1988a, b). Whereas most work has concentrated on monoeocious fig trees, the subject of his paper is the subtle and surprising interactions of the conflicts of interest between fig trees and wasps in dioecious species. We argue that dioecious fig–pollinator systems show mutual mimicry between male and female figs and that male figs can be said to impose on wasps vicarious selection pressures appropriate to their behaviour in female figs. Before developing this argument, we briefly describe the natural history of fig pollination.

The fig, or syconium, is an inflorescence in which the flowers line the inside of a hollow cavity formed by a fleshy receptacle. There are three types of flowers: male flowers, female flowers that develop into seeds and female flowers that provide sustenance for pollinating fig wasps. In monoecious species, all three flower types are present in every fig. In dioecious species, the subject of this paper, ‘female’ trees bear figs containing only seed-producing female flowers whereas ‘male’ trees bear figs containing both male flowers and female flowers that support fig wasps (strictly these species are gynodioecious as ‘male’ trees contain female flowers although seeds are not normally produced). In dioecious species, female fig wasps carrying pollen enter male and female syconia through a small pore or ostium. In passing through the narrow pore, they lose their wings and never leave the fig. Inside a female fig, the wasp pollinates seed-producing flowers but is unable to oviposit and dies without progeny (figure 1). Inside a male fig, the wasp both pollinates and oviposits into flowers that allow the development of larval wasps. When the progeny of the pollinating wasp emerge as adults, they mate among themselves and then the females, but not the males, leave the fig, either through the ostium or through a hole dug by the male wasps. Before leaving the fig, the female wasps collect pollen from a ring of male flowers around the ostium.

There are two apparent paradoxes in the dioecious fig–pollinator system (figure 1). The first is why wasps enter female figs. They pollinate the fig, and then die, unable to lay eggs. Why should they be selected to enter an evolutionary graveyard, and why there engage in complex behaviour designed to ensure the reproduction of the fig tree? Any mutations allowing wasps to avoid entering female figs would surely be favoured and genetic drift leading to the degeneration of the complex behaviour needed to ensure pollination would not be countered by selection.

The second paradox concerns the pollen-carrying behaviour of the female wasps. Before leaving the fig in which they emerged as adults, each female engages in the complex behaviour of filling special structures on her thorax or legs with pollen (Galil & Eiskowitch 1969; Ramirez 1969). The pollen is used to fertilize the modified female flowers in which the wasp larvae develop in the male fig. It appears that fertilization is a prerequisite for the successful production of the gall in most fig tree species (see, for example, Galil & Eiskowitch (1968a)) although some non-pollinating wasp species have evolved the ability to develop in unfertilized figs (Galil & Eiskowitch 1968b; Galil et al.)
1970). The paradox appears when we consider the fate of a mutation expressed in the male fig tree that allows the growth, in the absence of pollination, of the plant tissue fed on by the wasp larvae. This mutation would be favoured, as it would increase the fig tree’s production of pollinators: wasps that had failed to collect pollen, or had run out of pollen, would still be able to reproduce and their progeny would act as pollen vectors. Once reproduction by the male fig tree no longer required fertilization mediated by the wasp, selection would act on the wasp to omit the collection and transport of pollen, activities that probably carry some fitness costs, and the special pollen-bearing structures of the wasp would then be lost. Examples of the latter evolutionary sequence are known from agaonid wasps that parasitize the normal fig–wasp mutualism and which have identical life histories with the exception of pollen transfer (see, for example, Bouček et al. 1981). These examples show that there is a real paradox about why all the fig–wasp systems do not break down in this way.

A tempting explanation of both paradoxes is that if wasps and fig trees did do what it seems they should, then both would go extinct. So a species-selection argument would be that we see only those cases where relevant variation has not arisen. This is unlikely, as dioecy exists throughout high level taxa in the Old World. A more complex group-selection argument could no doubt be constructed that revolved around local extinctions and re-invasions. We now argue that these explanations are unnecessary, and that straightforward, though subtle, selection pressures exist that resolve both these paradoxes.

Beginning with why wasps enter female figs, we consider the evolutionary interests of male and female fig trees separately, and show that each sex is selected to mimic the other. A female fig must be entered by a wasp in order to be pollinated, and so is selected to mimic male figs, which wasps are selected to enter (Valdeyrson & Lloyd 1979; Janzen 1979). More surprisingly, a male fig is selected to mimic a female fig. At first sight, it might be expected that male and female figs would compete with each other for wasps, leading to male figs advertising their maleness. However, the interests of the male fig tree are served only by those of the wasps it produces that enter female figs, and so, on the principle that offspring wasps will resemble their parents, the male fig gains if it looks like a female fig and attracts only those wasps which would readily have entered a female fig. This selection for mutual mimicry will mean that male and female figs will become as similar as necessary to ensure that wasps do not reliably discriminate against female figs.

An additional argument is that wasps are unlikely to be selected to use discrimination abilities that are less than perfect. Only a very small proportion of wasps find a fig and reproduce (Janzen 1979), and so a wasp would prefer to enter a fig, even if it is probably a female, as the chances of finding a male fig are so small. In an important study of the European fig *Ficus carica*, Kjellberg et al. (1987) showed that male and female figs were receptive at different times of the year and that there was thus no selection on wasps to discriminate between male and female figs. In at least some tropical species, male and female figs are present simultaneously (Godfray 1988) although further work is needed on the phenology of dioecious figs to assess the importance of the temporal staggering of male and female figs (Kjellberg & Valdeyrson 1984).

The second paradox has a parallel resolution. The reproductive interests of male fig trees are served only by those wasps it produces that subsequently enter a female fig, and there behave appropriately. By demanding from the wasps that enter it all the behaviour that would have been required in a female fig, the male fig ensures that the mothers of the wasps it produces behave appropriately. This is especially important for the behaviour that potentially has no function in the male fig, such as the complex behaviour required of the wasp to ensure efficient pollination. The male fig can be said to be imposing vicarious selection on the wasps.
Developing fig wasp larvae feed on the endosperm of pollinated flowers within male figs. The female origin of flowers supporting pollinators can be demonstrated by their experimental fertilization in the absence of fig wasps which leads to the formation of seeds (Galil & Neeman 1977). Our explanation of the maintenance of pollination would be redundant if it is impossible for mutations expressed in male figs to liberate the tree from the necessity of pollination. We suspect that this hard constraint does not exist as endosperm tissue can be reproduced without fertilization by autonomous apomixis in many Compositae (Johri 1984; Richards 1986). There are also parthenogenetic varieties of the European fig. Of course, the contemporary necessity of pollination is not evidence for such a constraint as it is also predicted by our arguments. In some species, seeds are sometimes found in male figs that are entered by pollinators (Valdeyrón 1967; Muenchow & Grebus 1989). Our arguments would also need to be modified if it were shown that reproduction through seeds made a significant contribution to the fitness of male fig trees.

These arguments also explain how evolution can occur in circumstances where selection would seem to be irrelevant. Suppose the morphology of the female fig changed for some reason and that this required a modification in the behaviour or the structure of the wasp for the continued efficient pollination of the seeds. This change in fig morphology could be the result of many different selection pressures, for example selection imposed by the mammalian or bird seed dispersers. Let us suppose that the wasp needs a longer ovipositor, with appropriate behavioural modifications, to improve its reproductive potential. How can selection change wasp morphology or behaviour in female figs when no wasp or its progeny ever emerge from female figs? Among the male figs, those that required longer ovipositors would be more successful in transferring pollen to female figs. Male figs would thus evolve to resemble female figs, or, at least, to require the same behavioural and structural modifications in the wasps that are needed to exploit female figs. Selection on female figs is therefore transferred to male figs, and vicarious selection on wasps in male figs brings about adaptation to the female fig.

In the millions of years for which dioecious figs have existed, the behaviour and morphology of wasps in female figs must have changed many times, just as details of most biological systems are forced to adapt to changing circumstances. If the behaviour and morphology pertaining to the wasp’s role in female figs really could not be selected in wasps, then the survival of fig and wasp species would be seriously compromised. We thus disagree with Kjellberg et al. (1987) that the behaviour of wasps in female figs remains adapted only through the absence of selection. If this were the case, neutral drift would cause a slow but inevitable deterioration in all the behaviours and structures that were peculiar to the wasp’s role in the female fig.

It is not difficult for male figs to be similar to female figs, and to apply the necessary vicarious selection. The male and female trees are, at the least, genetically very similar. The selective force on male figs ensures that while some differences are necessary if the two types of fig are to function differently, males retain the ability to detect whether they would have been successfully fertilized, had they been female.

We have used the term ‘vicarious selection’ to mean selection relevant to one situation being ‘artificially’ imposed in a second situation through the action of another organism, and there are many potential examples. The dioecious fig–pollinator system, however, has two features that to our knowledge are without parallel in nature. Vicarious selection maintains in the wasp’s complex adaptations that make sense only in terms of their role in female figs, a role never experienced by any of the wasp’s ancestors. The very existence of both fig and wasp species depends on the continued existence of these adaptations and therefore of the vicarious selection underlying them.
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